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Summary
Possibilities of making hybrid foundry patterns of bevel gears for investment casting process are presented. Rapid prototyping of gears
with complex tooth forms is possible with the use of modern methods. One of such methods is the stereo-lithography, where a pattern is
obtained as a result of resin curing with laser beam. Patterns of that type are applicable in precision casting. Removing of stereolithographic pattern from foundry mould requires use of high temperatures. Resin burning would generate significant amounts of harmful
gases. In case of a solid stereo-lithographic pattern, the pressure created during gas burning may cause the mould to crack. A gas volume
reduction may be achieved by using patterns of honeycomb structure. However, this technique causes a significant worsening of accuracy
of stereo-lithographic patterns in respect of their dimensions and shape. In cooperation with WSK PZL Rzeszów, the Machine Design
Department of Rzeszow University of Technology carried out research on the design of hybrid stereo-lithographic patterns. Hybrid pattern
consists of a section made by stereo-lithographic process and a section made of casting wax. The latter material is used for stereolithographic pattern filling and for mould gating system. The hybrid pattern process consists of two stages: wax melting and then the burnout of stereolithographic pattern. Use of hybrid patterns reduces the costs of production of stereolithographic patterns. High dimensional
accuracy remains preserved in this process.
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1. Introduction
Patterns for castings in precision casting method are more and
more often made with the use of rapid prototyping techniques
[1,2,3]. The most developed among rapid prototyping methods are
the incremental methods permitting also the production of
foundry patterns. They comprise, among others: the stereolithography (SLA), 3D printing (3DP) and laminated object
manufacturing (LOM) [4,5,6,7].
Each of these methods provides a pattern of specific accuracy
of dimensions and shape. The stereolithographic method belongs
to the most accurate ones, therefore it may be applied to produce
gear patterns.
Patterns made by individual methods have specific physicochemical properties. These properties determine the course of the
pattern-from-mould removal process [8,9,10].
In the SLA, 3DP and LOM methods the pattern removal is
executed by burning it out at 700÷800°C.

The pattern burn-out process produces a large amount of
gases. Their pressure may in some extreme cases cause a mold
cracking or bursting. The application of hybrid patterns with the
use of stereolithography and wax patternmaking permits a
reduction in the quantity of gases produced during pattern
removal from mould [11,12].

2. Research Methods
Making prototypes of gears with complex or atypical teeth is
possible with the methods of rapid prototyping and precision casting.
The research method covered making of CAD patterns of bevel
gears of design that enabled minimizing the volume of stereolithographic material while applying additional filling with wax. Pattern
was removed in two stages. First the wax part of the pattern was melted
out and then the stereolithographic part was burned out. Due to large
hot-air contact surface with the stereolithographic part of the pattern its
removal was facilitated.
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3. Pattern of gear
3.1. CAD and SLT gear model
Patterns of gears with complex or atypical shapes of teeth can
only be made with the use of suitable CAD patternmaking
techniques. Fig. 1 presents an example of a gear used in the tests.
It is a Gleason SGM bevel gear with circular-arc teeth.
In CAD environment a 3D model of gear may be built using teeth
machining simulation techniques while utilizing the potential of
solid-shape modelmaking and that of CAD programming. In case
of objects of complex surfaces, as gears, especially the atypical
ones, it is difficult to make a thin-walled solid-body model.
Therefore, the volume of an element shall be reduced through
separate modifications of a solid-body model. A model should
ensure accuracy of teeth dimensions and shape, as well as enable
removal of wax filling (fig. 2). Fig. 3 shows the CAD model of
analyzed gear with a relief that reduces pattern volume [13].
Fig. 3. CAD model of gear with a relief

Fig. 1. CAD model of the entire gear

On the basis of the CAD model, a model in STL format was
generated.
Fig. 4 presents the STL model of analyzed gear. Compared to
CAD model, model accuracy was 0,001 mm. Then the
3DLightyear program was used to prepare the process of model
manufacturing on the 3D Systems SLA-250 apparatus (fig. 5).
The program enables a modification of automatically
generated process supports, which is necessary in case of the
model under consideration. In the 3D Lightyear program the
control codes for stereolithographic apparatus were generated
[14,15]. The thickness of a single layer of SLA model was
assumed as 0,1mm. The model consisted of 335 layers. The
modelmaking period was 380 minutes. For comparison, the time
for making an entire model is 525 minutes.

Model volume for the entire gear is 86,3 cm3.
A modification of CAD model permitted a reduction of gear
volume to 45,9 cm3 (fig. 2).

Fig. 4. STL model
Fig. 2. Cross sections of analyzed gear: A – full pattern,
B – hybrid pattern; 1 – resin, 2 – casting wax
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3.3. Hybrid pattern
The next stage in the foundry pattern making is the filling of
the remaining gear volume with casting wax as well as gating
system making. For this, molten wax shall be prepared to fill the
free space. After this operation a gating system may be added (fig.
7). Depending on the number of elements made, a simple or
combined gating system is added.

Fig. 5. Model on work platform (3D Lightyear software)

3.2. SLA gear model
A stereolithographic model was made with the SLA-250
apparatus available in the Laboratory of Stereolithography and
Vacuum Casting in the Machine Design Department at Rzeszow
University of Technology.
The SLA-250 unit makes a stereolithographic model through
laser beam curing of consecutive layers of photo-polymer.
A reduction of volume of virtual pattern in the first stage causes a
reduction in the quantity of resin necessary for pattern making. It
is a significant plus because of a considerable resin cost. The
number of layers remains the same as that of the entire model,
because it depends on the model height and layer thickness.
A shortening of the model making time is achieved through
restricting of the cured surface of individual gear mode layers. Fig
6 shows a finished SLA model of gear.

Fig. 7. Hybrid pattern of gear with gating system

3.4. Mould structure and pattern removal
On a pattern, prepared as described above, foundry mould
making may be started with.
Once the mould is made, the patter needs to be removed from
it. Pattern removal is performed in two stages. The wax gating
system and any pattern filling is to be removed first with
temperature of about 150°C. Then the stereolitographic pattern is
burned out at the temperature of 700÷800°C. Such process
enables a complete pattern removal.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 6. SLA model of gear

Application of hybrid patterns for gear prototype making
permits a combination of the potentials of rapid prototyping
techniques and wax pattern technique. The stereolithography
method enables adequate making of gear teeth profiles. Application
of wax filling reduces foundry pattern making costs considerably.
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The cost reduction results from reducing of photo-polymer volume
and from shortening of the stereolithographic model making time.
Quite important in the application of hybrid patterns is the
reduction in harmful gas emissions from the pattern burn-out
process.
Application of hybrid patterns permits a reduction in the
amount of gases generated during pattern removal from mould and,
consequently, a reduction of mould damage risk.
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